A method for locally sensing and storing data of transverse domain wall chirality in planar nanowire logic and memory systems is presented. Patterned elements, in close proximity to the nanowires, respond to the asymmetry in the stray field from the domain wall to produce a chirality-dependent response. When a bias field is applied, a stray-field-assisted reversal of the element magnetization results in a reversed remanent state, measurable by scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA). The elements are designed as triangles with tips pointing toward the nanowire, allowing the shape anisotropy to be dominated by the base but having a portion with lower volume and lower energy barrier closest to the domain wall. Micromagnetic modeling assists in the design of the nanowire-triangle systems and experiments using SEMPA confirm the importance of aspect ratio and spacing given a constant bias field magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
The control of domain wall movements and interactions in magnetic nanowires has received considerable interest within the past decade ever since the introduction of novel methods for logic [1] [2] [3] and storage [4] [5] [6] . This ongoing study of new systems for magnetic computing is expected to yield devices that will have application in niche markets where it is advantageous to combine information processing with data non-volatility and radiation hardness, such as in secure file transfers and smart memories. Further, the energy dissipation is several orders of magnitude lower (due strictly to hysteresis losses) than conventional CMOS devices 7 .
Nanomagnetic logic schemes typically function by controlling the magnetization of magnetically soft planar conduits (through controlled domain wall motion 1, 8 ) or single domain nanomagnets (through magnetostatic interactions [2] [3] ). Recent work has also concentrated on utilizing domain walls themselves for functions such as clocking 9 and the assisted switching of magnetic elements 10, 11 by taking advantage of their stray field 12 .
In addition to being mobile sources of localized stray field, domain walls may also be exploited as carriers of binary data due to the bistable nature of their internal spin chirality.
Walls in the transverse orientation, favored in thinner and narrower nanowires 13 , have two stable configurations where the magnetization in its center points toward either edge of the nanowire. Recent experiments have demonstrated chirality-dependent behavior that lead to conditional changes of logic states. These experiments demonstrate the promise of using domain walls as controllable bits in non-volatile logic systems. Chirality-dependent interactions have been observed within nanowires 14, 15 , between neighboring wires 16, 17 , in curved wires 18 , and at artificial defects 19 .
As with any logic scheme, mechanisms for read-out and data storage are necessary to complete a viable processing system. Nanomagnetic logic offers the opportunity to combine these capabilities with the logic unit itself. In a domain wall chirality-based device, integration is accomplished by locally storing and reading the domain wall structure before further operations and interactions alter its configuration. Bashir et al. 20 presented modeling results on the remote detection of domain wall field, structure, and orientation by creating elliptical elements adjacent to a nanowire. The magnetization of the ellipse is altered by the domain wall stray field and is measured via giant magnetoresistance (GMR). The chirality of a transverse wall is then detected by taking advantage of the asymmetry in the stray field emitted by the domain wall above versus below the nanowire in the pattern plane.
In this paper a method of sensing and locally storing the transverse domain wall chirality is presented by placing a pair of triangular elements, one above and one below, adjacent to the nanowire in the sample plane of a single layer Permalloy (Py), Ni 81 Fe 19 , system (Fig. 1a) . In addition to measuring chirality, these structures are also designed to allow non-volatile storage of this information, allowing a measurement pulse to be made at any time after the domain wall has passed through the wire. By utilizing these elements as the free layer in a GMR stack, integrated sensing and storage of transverse domain wall information may be achieved. Since the triangle elements are larger than the domain wall, a gain in the GMR ratio is achieved relative to measuring the domain wall orientation by simply passing current perpendicular to the plane through a portion of the nanowire itself. Additionally, measuring the GMR off-wire frees up complexities in fabrication and allows the domain wall to pass through the sensor relatively unimpeded.
In Section II the operation and design methodology of this system is described. In Section III results from simulations using OOMMF (the Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework) 21 are detailed, which were performed to study the domain wall-assisted reversal of triangles as well as to create phase diagrams of the triangle response. Results from experimental systems are described in Section IV before concluding remarks are made in Section V. Scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) 22 was used to directly image and characterize the magnetic configuration of the domain walls and triangles in the experiments.
II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Patterned triangles have been studied in the past to test their properties as magnetic storage elements [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this case we make use of the buckle state 23, where there is a net longitudinal (x axis) magnetization that curves upward or downward at remanence due to shape anisotropy, as shown in Fig. 1a . This net magnetization is set by applying global field pulses with components along the wire axis. The domain wall is maintained in the transverse regime by keeping the Py nanowire ≤ 150 nm in width and 10 nm in thickness. A field pulse, B p (shown in Fig. 1a ), is applied to the system to move a domain wall from left to right. As it passes the vicinity of a triangle element, the emitted stray field may reorient the spins at the tip of the triangle, which ultimately induces a 180° flip in longitudinal magnetization due to B p . Thus, the choice of using triangles as remote sensing elements becomes apparent: the longitudinal component of magnetization, primarily at the base of the triangle, maintains a switchable remanent state that is measurable by SEMPA and is biased by the same field that propagates the domain wall, while the triangle tip, with relatively lower volume and location close to the nanowire, has a lower energy barrier for reversal and responds to the domain wall stray field, which is ideal for sensing. Relevant parameters for the shape and placement of the triangle elements are shown in Fig. 1a . Parameters include the spacing, s, defined as the distance between the triangle tip and the nanowire edge, the triangle base, b, and the height, h. The aspect ratio, a, of a triangle is defined as b/h. The thickness, t, is the same for the nanowire and triangular sensor elements in all simulations and experiments.
The chirality of the domain wall is set by the nucleation field, B n , which acts on the curved nucleation structure similar to previously used methods 11, 18 . The curved nucleation structure is shown attached to the straight part of the nanowire in Fig. 1a . The field B n initializes the system by magnetizing the nanowire and triangles to the left, while nucleating a head-tohead domain wall in the curvature with chirality oriented in the direction of B n . The direction of B n is slightly angled towards the nanowire such that when the propagation field, B p , is applied in the longitudinal direction, the domain wall travels through the nanowire instead of annihilating at the opposite end of the curved part of the conduit. A domain wall with opposite chirality is produced when the nucleation structure curves in the opposite direction. Thus, the curved structure allows the setting of domain wall chirality, the initialization of the elements, the propagation of the domain wall, and the biasing of the elements to be carried out simultaneously using only longitudinal field pulses.
The state of the magnetic patterns in Fig. 1a shows the expected, correct configuration after a head-to-head domain wall with an upward oriented chirality passes the triangle pair.
Only the upper triangle has reversed its longitudinal magnetization from left to right due to the domain wall orientation, while the lower triangle maintains a magnetization in the -x direction.
The OOMMF calculation of the stray field emitted by a transverse domain wall in Fig. 1c illustrates the reason for this expected behavior. The stray field is calculated from a Py nanowire 27 10 nm thick and 100 nm wide, the same geometry studied in the experimental results to follow. 1c ). The design of the sensors will therefore be sensitive to their spacing from the nanowire.
When a triangle pair's geometry and spacing is properly designed, a triangle placed on the side of the nanowire with stronger stray field will change the sign of its longitudinal magnetization, while the triangle on the opposite side will not. The spins at the tip of the triangle on the side with stronger field will momentarily reorient to the transverse direction.
This then initiates a complete reversal of the longitudinal magnetization to the direction of B p . If the same properly designed and spaced triangle is mirrored onto the side of the nanowire with weaker field, the triangle will not undergo a change in longitudinal magnetization as it is less aided by the stray field. In the case of head-to-head transverse domain walls, an upward pointing chirality should switch only an element placed above the nanowire while a downward chirality should switch only an element below. Placing a pair of triangles on either side of a nanowire allows detection of not only domain wall chirality but also whether or not a domain wall has traversed that point of the nanowire. When B p is reduced to zero, the sign of the longitudinal magnetization is maintained in the remanent state. Such a properly designed system allows measurement of the chirality in zero-field conditions even after the domain wall has propagated out of the nanowire.
III. MICROMAGNETIC MODELING
To aid in the proper design described in Section II and to gain an understanding of the interaction between a domain wall and a sensor pair, micromagnetic simulations using OOMMF were performed. The pinning field created by the triangle pair has implications on device speed and is characterized and compared to previously designed elliptical sensors in Section IIIa.
Section IIIb shows implications from scaling on sensor performance and demonstrates the upper and lower limits on triangle size. In Section IIIc phase diagrams of triangle behavior are compiled to aid in experimental designs.
a. Domain Wall Pinning Field
As a domain wall propagates past an adjacent element, it will encounter pinning as a result of magnetostatic interactions between it and the element that will slow the movement of data through the system. One way to quantify the degree of this slowing is to calculate the minimum field that must be applied to free a completely pinned domain wall. Therefore, the . The structures were first initialized in the -x direction and allowed to reach their remanent state. The field was then increased in increments of 0.5 mT in the +x direction until the domain wall depinned from the nucleation structure at 14.5 mT. The magnetic orientation just before the domain wall enters into the vicinity of the leftmost pair is shown in Fig. 2a(i) .
Here, we see the case that the propagation field of B p = 14.5 mT is greater than the coercive field for triangle 6 (12.5 mT) and the longitudinal component of magnetization has spontaneously reversed to the +x direction before ever being influenced by the domain wall.
For the smallest pair, triangles 1 and 2, the balance between shape and exchange anisotropy results in a significant transverse magnetization component in the -y direction. Without a relatively extensive base length, the horizontally aligned spins at the base cannot maintain the buckle state through the exchange interaction. Instead, the increased transverse shape anisotropy at the triangle tip dominates the entire triangle magnetization. The middle pair maintains the desired initialized state at the time the bias field is applied. Thus, for the particular system described here with B p = 14.4 mT, the optimum range for the triangle base is somewhere within 284 nm < b < 560 nm.
The next two frames of the simulation, shown in Figs. 2a(ii) and 2a(iii), demonstrate the switching mechanism of the elements in response to the domain wall. The larger transverse field above the nanowire is enough to begin the switching process. Starting at the triangle tip, the spins orient in the same direction as the domain wall stray field. This reorientation, which originates at the tip, then propagates toward the base as it is aided by the bias field, as seen with triangle 3 in Fig. 2a (ii). The bottom triangle in the middle pair, triangle 4, has an insignificant response to the domain wall due to the weak stray field on that side of the nanowire. In Fig. 2a 
c. Phase Diagrams of Triangle Response
While the results in Fig. 2 demonstrate the implications of overall element size given a fixed aspect ratio and field amplitude, to get a truer sense of the design space, phase diagrams of expected results were developed using OOMMF. This was done to aid in the design of experimental systems, which were then compared to the modeling results.
The pattern design and modeling conditions used to create the phase diagrams follow.
The Py patterns have the design shown in Fig. 1a , with the exception that the curved nucleation structure extends over the top side of the nanowire to nucleate domain walls with downward chirality. A single triangle pair is placed 2.4 μm away from the point where the straight and curved part of the nanowire meet. For all phase diagram simulations and experiments, the nanowire width is 100 nm, the thickness is 10 nm, and the radius of curvature of the nucleation structure is r = 600 nm. The nanowire is first completely magnetized at 68.2° from the -x direction while the triangles are completely magnetized in the -x direction. Through energy minimization 30 , the initial remanent state of the system is calculated, which includes the triangles in leftward buckle states and the nanowire with a downward oriented head-to-head domain wall at the bottom of the nucleation structure. The minimum propagation field of 7.5
mT was applied to the initial remanent state using a Runge-Kutta method to solve the LandauLifshitz-Gilbert equation 31 . At propagation fields higher than the Walker field, a moving domain wall may undergo spontaneous and periodic chirality reversals 32 , and this Walker breakdown behavior was never observed in the modeling using fields of this magnitude. For these calculations for the phase diagrams, a routine was used to correct for jagged pixelation errors.
Once the domain wall has propagated to the right side of the nanowire, the final remanent state is calculated, and the total longitudinal magnetization component of each cell in an element is summed. After analyzing each element, one of the four outcomes outlined in Fig 3a results: "no switch" if neither element switches their magnetization to the right, "correct" if only the bottom element switches, "incorrect" if only the top element switches, and "both switch" if both elements switch.
The phase diagrams developed in Fig. 3b show triangle behavior indicated by coloring.
Shading indicates possible phase boundaries given the data points created by the simulations. At the higher propagation field, Fig. 3b (ii), there is also a tight specification for aspect ratio but with a reduction in the correct phase for the 40 nm spacing. This is due to the applied field becoming greater than the coercivity of the larger-sized triangles and switching both elements in the pair. There is an increase in the design space for the 10 nm spacing to include aspect ratios of 1.711 and 2.105, as seen with the dotted line in Fig. 3b(ii) . With an increased value of B p , the smaller spacing accommodates higher aspect ratios and base lengths due to the combination of higher domain wall stray field and higher bias field. The higher domain wall stray field again influences a larger portion of the triangles, and the larger bias is enough to switch the geometries with high coercivity and high aspect ratio. Thus, the design space and scalability of these elements are strong functions of the aspect ratio and the biasing field.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL
Experimental systems were fabricated and characterized to compare to micromagnetic results and identify nanowire and triangle geometries that work reliably together. The experimental patterns had similar designs to those discussed in the micromagnetic results to allow the experiments to be conducted with uniaxial field pulses. A curved nucleation structure with radius r = 600 nm is used in each case, with the wire widths being either 100 nm or 150 nm. For each nanowire studied, two triangle pairs of matching geometry are placed 4.3 μm and 7.7 μm away from the leftmost point of the straight part of the nanowire. The triangles were designed to have ratios of base to isosceles side length of 1, respectively. The base length designs were 300 nm, 600 nm, 900 nm, 1.2 μm, and 1.5 μm, and the spacings were 40 nm, 70 nm, and 100 nm, encompassing the "no switch", "correct", and "both switch" regions of the phase diagrams in Fig. 3b . To nucleate domain walls in the nanowire array and initialize the triangles, a field of B n = 110 ± 20 mT was applied at -10° from the -x direction and ramped to zero over 20 s. This was done to ensure that the domain walls are slightly offset in the -y direction in the nucleation structure and the triangles have a remanent buckle state in the -x direction. The large magnitude of B n is greater than the typical field required to saturate these nanowire structures.
Propagation fields of 7.5 ± 2 mT and 10 ± 2 mT were applied to the array during separate experiments. The domain wall structure was imaged before applying B p and also in instances when the domain wall become pinned.
The micrographs of magnetization in Fig. 4a demonstrate SEMPA's ability to image domain wall structure and aid in identifying the nanowire geometry and field strength that results in reliable behavior. The contrast in Fig. 4a shows the transverse magnetization, M y .
Head-to-head domain walls in Fig. 4a(i) and 4a (ii) show characteristic wedge-shaped transverse configurations of downward and upward chirality, respectively, from nanowires of 100 nm width. The domain wall behavior in 150 nm wide nanowires proved to be less reliable than in 100 nm nanowires as evidenced by phase transformations to vortex structures after application of the propagation field, as seen in Fig. 4a(iii) . Nanowires of 100 nm width appeared much more reliable with no chirality reversals ever being imaged with SEMPA. A domain wall pinned just before a triangle pair is seen to maintain its downward chirality in Fig. 4a(iv) . Note that the rounded triangle tips in the magnetization images of Fig. 4a (iii) and 4a(iv) don't indicate actual fabrication results, but rather the resolution of the magnetization data. An example of typical fabrication results is also shown in the inset of Fig. 4c .
A 100 nm nanowire system with triangles having a base length of 1.2 μm and an aspect ratio of 1.317 with a spacing of 40 nm was found to have the correct behavior for both its element pairs. The initialized state after applying B n is shown in the SEMPA image in Fig. 4b . All four triangles are seen to be in the -x buckle state. The inset of Fig. 4b shows detail of SEMPA data from the domain wall nucleated in the curved structure. It is found to be pinned in the lower half of the nucleation structure, ready to be injected into the nanowire. The final result after applying B p = 7.5 mT is shown in Fig. 4c and typifies a correct result with the bottom triangles in the +x buckle state. While the boundaries of the coloring in Fig. 4b and 4c suggest the domain wall tips are touching the nanowire, this was confirmed not to be the case as seen in the SEM micrograph in the inset of Fig. 4c .
Experimental results for 100 nm nanowires and a field of B p = 7.5 mT had the overall trend of favoring a slightly lower aspect ratio for small base lengths compared to the simulations. Correct experimental results are noted by the green stars over the phase diagram in Fig. 3b(i) . Additionally, all incorrect experimental results are noted by the black stars in the phase diagrams in Fig. 3b . The both-switch and no-switch experimental results, not shown, have the trend of favoring low aspect ratio and high aspect ratio, respectively. There are five geometries producing correct results compared to one producing an incorrect result. At a base length of 1.2 μm, two of the aspect ratios producing correct results track closely to the correct simulation result at a = 1.406. The three others, representing smaller elements, lie at an aspect ratio of 1.155, less than predicted by the modeling, which is possible if element variations due to fabrication raise the intrinsic coercivity.
For a field of B p = 10 mT (stars overlaid in Fig. 3b (ii)), experimental results showed an increase of incorrect results, suggesting that a higher error rate occurs for higher bias fields. This is due possibly to an increased likelihood of Walker breakdown. Correct experimental results lie close to the phase space predicted by the modeling and again skew towards larger scale elements. This is likely a result of fabrication defects dominating the behavior of the smaller sized elements. For elements spaced at 70 nm and 100 nm, no geometry in the array produced a correct result, indicating that the domain wall stray field is not strong enough at these spacings and giving further evidence that the correct experimental results are indeed domain wall-assisted.
The experiments also provided evidence that stray field from a domain wall is necessary in switching an element and that elements don't merely switch spontaneously from the bias field. For example, in one case, a domain wall was pinned in the nucleation structure and never propagated through the nanowire. In that case (b = 900 nm and a = 1.406), the phase diagram in Fig. 3b(i) predicted a correct result, but since the domain wall did not propagate, the triangle pairs maintained a no-switch result. However, results from pinning in this array were minimal.
To test the repeatability of a geometry identified with a correct result, the magnetization was reset to its initialized condition and a propagation field of 10 mT was applied 11 separate times. The system studied had two triangle pairs with a geometry of b = 900 nm, a = 1.406, and s = 40 nm. This is the geometry noted as being correct for both simulation and experimental results in Fig. 3b (ii). For the first element pair, the final result was correct seven times and a no-switch four times. For the second element pair, the final result was correct six times, a no-switch two times, and incorrect three times. While correct results were produced a majority of the time for each element pair, the no-switch results indicate that this may not be 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, an element design for locally sensing and storing data on transverse domain wall chirality was presented. These elements may be used in magnetic logic systems that use domain wall chirality as the binary state variable. Furthermore, they may be useful in nanowire systems where, through internal or inter-domain wall interactions, chirality affects the error rate of the system. Triangle shape GMR elements placed beside the nanowire detect the chirality through the transverse domain wall stray field asymmetry. In the presence of a strong stray field on just one side of the domain wall and a globally applied longitudinal bias field, the initial longitudinal magnetization of the element undergoes a reversal. This reversal originates as a rotation of spins at the tip of the triangle as it interacts with the stray field. The sign of the longitudinal component is conserved in the remanent state due to shape anisotropy.
This allows data to be stored and the measurement pulses to be applied in zero field conditions. This also allows experimental systems to be characterized with SEMPA, which was used to compare results to designs predicted by micromagnetic modeling. Using a pair of elements instead of a single one allows the characterization of not just chirality, but also whether the elements may have switched spontaneously or via the passage of a domain wall. Pinning was not found to be a major concern.
The successful design optimization of the elements, especially the aspect ratio, relies heavily on the applied bias field. Fields of 7.5 mT and 10 mT were used to simultaneously actuate domain wall motion and bias the sense elements. Correct detection of domain wall chirality occurred at aspect ratios near 1.4. The spacing was also found to be an important factor, and detection of domain walls was not observed at spacings ≥ 70 nm. At a spacing of 40 nm, correct results occurred around the aspect ratio by the simulations. While a spacing of 10 nm was not characterized in experimental results, a closer spacing was found to widen the design space, as seen in phase diagrams produced by the simulations. Overall size, and therefore scalability, was found to be limited to base lengths greater than 300 nm to allow shape anisotropy to dominate the magnetization orientation. However, smaller structures are preferred for faster element switching. While the triangle design was not optimized for repeatability in experiments, a design of triangles capable of producing correct chirality detection was found to produce the expected result a majority of the time from 11 iterations of the experiment. Switching errors in the experimental systems are likely due to variations in the magnetic orientation caused by expected fabrication defects and slight deviations in the applied field directions.
Switching errors manifested as an incorrect result may be the result of coercivity variations or an actual measurement of Walker breakdown causing a chirality reversal. For implementation in a logic system, it would be beneficial to actuate the system through an alternative energy source other than an applied field, not only to reduce effects of Walker breakdown, but also to reduce design limitations and overall power requirements. Domain wall propagation via spin transfer torque is possible, but changes in domain wall structure and pinning on defects would still need to be addressed. In such a system, a separate bias would need to be applied to the triangle sense elements. Strain or charge-mediated control of magnetization through coupling to a ferroelectric underlayer is a technology that may be explored. With a high enough biasing force, a domain wall fan-out structure may be demonstrated without requiring a physical wire split by attaching a nanowire to a sense element. While the ability to detect domain wall stray field and structure was demonstrated for an in-plane magnetized system, this concept may also be extended to out-of-plane magnetized systems. 
